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About the book
I am a french writer from Liberlog at
editions.liberlog.fr and www.archive.org.
I recommend electronic ink readers not
linked to a website selling books. Even if
they are more expensive, they will allow
you to read all the authors present in my
books. Good readings !

About the book
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Preface
You have chosen to focus on the
economy. Be aware that this discipline
includes other subjects. In other words,
this subject influences the scientific
strategies of other subjects, badly or
greatly. In a bad way with the monetary
economy, whose only purpose is to make
believe in the God money, in a good way,
with the real economy, also called
physical economy. Moral permits to
cancel bad things. Physical economy
makes it possible to tell gospels.
Physical economy consists to understand
the notion of infinity, which is in life or in
the circle. This real economy indicates
that human society grows, that we can
green deserts with Thorium and
controlled thermonuclear fusion, to
recycle every wastes.
With the real economy we can go to space
with nuclear fusion, ecological, to leave,
when necessary, our source, the Earth.
Preface
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Nuclear power is that is inside an atom,
that was believed to be unbreakable.
Nuclear energy should be learned in
school, just like music, philosophizing,
understanding our limits, learning to
learn, economics, quantum physics, which
helps to understand nuclear, Einstein's
childhood and his theory of relativity, also
Jean-Pierre Petit’s Janus theory. These
Theories allow us to understand the
universe.
If you seek the truth, helped with this
book, that will help you, if you are
sufficiently rebellious to become a genius,
seeking your limits, leading you through
the economy. Start now to write a poem,
whose is half-sentences coupled ending
with the same syllable, with metaphors
which
are
comparisons
without
comparators, to go to a truth, then your
truth, finally to the scientific truth.
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Understanding the human
What Does Value Mean?
Wednesday, December 11, 2013
Our parents often tell us "Find a job to
make your life !". We can see on 2013
that it is more and more difficult to find a
job. Adam Smith, the actual economy’s
guru, explains that work is value. Yet
when something is rare, it has more value,
without even working to make that.
When Robinson Crusoe arrived into an
desert island, he was sinful. He lived like
an animal with the first fruits he found.
While he could only feed with fruits, they
had got a high value.
With fire, he could survive and eat better.
The food lasted longer. Then he created a
bow and arrows, with a tent that could be
easily destroyed by wild animals, when
the fire stopped. This tent was very
What Does Value Mean?
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valuable. It allowed him, with the fire, to
sleep.

The axe makes it possible to create fields
Alone, you have to spend a lot of time
hunting. Animals has therefore gained
more value than the fruits in his eyes. He
was able to create, with research and
theory, a hook. This allowed him to create
a fishing rod. The animals was then put
into competition with the fishes. Fishes
8

required less work, but gained value
because he had to catch them. When we
do not fave to catch fishes, they have got
lesser value.
Then he meets a native. While one allows
the twice survival, the other creates an ax,
then a house, then a net. The tent becomes
useless and the house can be easily built
with twice. Linking their power makes the
buddies happy. Indeed the net can reduce
the value of shells and fishes, because
there are a lot.
Robinson can then learn writing to his
friend. Their minds are not just looking
for resources. The friend and Robinson
raise their spirit. The profusion allows
them to grow their creative reason. The
energy allows to reduce working. The
spirit and the creativity make them
making and acting with more and more

What Does Value Mean?
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perfection.
The value is therefore resistance to
obtaining a commodity, then a tool for
autonomy. Associating individuals allows,
with tools, to bring a lot of things. Last
but not least, they work lesser with
energy. Indeed a machine tool can bring
even more things, and therefore less and
less value to goods and commodities.
An industry makes better with dense
energy, to replace the little energy we can
provide into. An industry can produce
thousands of goods of the same caliber
with one machine. These products are
perfect for simple and almost immediate
use. It reduces the value’s perception.
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Making Iron

With liberalism, just a country with
industries got before the others will tend
to optimize its industries. It will protect
them by exporting its manufactured
products, in order to obtain the best raw
materials, to increase the quality of its
industries. China protects its industries in
2013. That's what France did during the
30 glorious years and with Colbert. China
has protected its industries and can
therefore benefit from the best raw
materials. For China, the spirit is very
valuable.

What Does Value Mean?
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Source
• Principles of Social Science - Henry
Charles Carey

My Notes
What do you wish to have? Is it
important?
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What is a Resource?
July 2018
A resource can provide that you need. A
resource is something that we will search,
then we will transform it to create goods
or energy. A reused waste can also be a
resource. So everything can become a
resource, especially unused material. A
resource is something that humans
transform, so a resource is not natural, but
usable by humans.
Lyndon Larouche describes how humans
can determine what sort of resources will
enable humans to improve their standard
of living. Identifying unused technologies,
then defining the resources to use for,
helps to define a relative population
density potential. Thus we will use labor
saving, allowed while linking with
industries, to define a growth’s plan.
We will use energy’s resources to supply
the industries that will be protected from
outside countries, allowed by a public
What is a Resource?
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productive money. Indeed, if the currency
is linked to the production, if it belongs to
a state, the nation-state using this money
will support the industries. If the currency
is private everywhere in the country,
however, then it will be about creating
money for the one who owns the
currency, not to grow country.
Humans do not work to value money, but
to participate to society, enriching
themselves. Thus saving work realized by
industries will allow us to grow more and
more in the universe, which the Earth is a
part of.

Source
Book : So you want to know everything
about the economy ? - Lyndon Larouche The potential for relative population
density
14

My Notes
Knowing that certain countries have
thorium deposits, that it rains on the poles
and at the equator, establish a plan to
green the deserts.

We transform atoms

What is a Resource?
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What is Wealth?
Wednesday, January 4, 2017
Manyones would like to own Robinson
Crusoe's knowledge. Indeed, he knows
how to do a lot of things. Wealth is
knowing how to use that you have. If you
have something and you are useless, you
are not rich. Rather, you are bogged down
in our property.
So Jean-Charles Coovi-Gomèz explains
that to be rich is to benefit from his
knowledge and to grow. Also being poor
is to be in luxury and regression, so to the
short term.
So someone who has too much will have
to make living that he has. He may then
acquire people using that he has got. He
will then want to own these people, to
own his property. He will create slavery.
So poors can claim a redistribution
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according to the Jubilee economy,
promoted by christians. There is also the
antitrust law decided by United-States.
If we have something, that we can both
repair and use, this object has a lot of
value for us. We feel really rich then.
Thus, we will want to own many of these
objects to show our wealth. We create
collections.

Manual work is very rich

My Notes

What is Wealth?
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